EDITORIAL
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Robert Mueller and His Ilk Are
About to Commit a Massive Crime!
Will You Let Them Get Away with It?
by Barbara Boyd
Nov. 16—The news this morning is all about the pending indictment of Julian Assange, the founder of
WikiLeaks, by the United States Department of Justice
(DOJ). Wittingly or unwittingly, the Justice Department revealed the existence of a sealed indictment of
Assange in a pleading it filed in a related case in the
Eastern District of Virginia. According to the DOJ, the
pleading in which Assange’s indictment was revealed,
is a mistake.
While others will talk about the horrendous Constitutional implications of an indictment for publishing
truthful information—to wit, the 2016 emails of Hillary Clinton, the Democratic National Committee
(DNC), and John Podesta—this threatened prosecution of Assange is truly catastrophic to the very survival of the First Amendment. Let us look at the larger
context.
By indicting Assange, the United States seeks to
shut him up about the biggest intelligence fraud yet
conducted in human history: the fraudulent claim that
the Russians hacked the DNC and Podesta, and handed
Donald Trump the Presidency. As the Veteran Intelligence Professionals for Sanity have repeatedly demonstrated, “the evidence” that such a hack occurred, as
recounted by Special Counsel Robert Mueller in his
indictments of several Russian GRU officers, is extremely dubious at best, and more than likely entirely
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fabricated. The likelihood is that the Clinton and Podesta emails were leaked to WikiLeaks, and that Julian
Assange and former British Ambassador Craig Murray
know the name or names of the leakers, as they have
said, publicly. The leakers were not Russian state
actors.
Moreover, the people pushing for Assange’s prosecution are the actual criminals—John Brennan, James
Comey, James Clapper. Not only did they fabricate evidence against a major party Presidential candidate,
and then seek to subvert his Presidency, but just this
week, it was revealed that Brennan and Clapper collaborated to spy on Congress and their own agencies.
They were seeking to isolate and destroy any dissent
from their so-called “intelligence” briefings and assessments, often simply cribbed from what they were
told to do by MI6.
Earlier, in 2017, Assange’s lawyers were in conversations with honest DOJ officials over a deal which
would have revealed the names of the leakers and the
security vulnerabilities which led to Assange receiving
not just the Clinton/Podesta/DNC email trove but also
the CIA and John Brennan’s own Marble Framework
(Vault 7) hacking program—the one which allows the
CIA to hack and intercept communications of foreign
states and attribute that activity to a nation other than
the United States.
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That deal was shut down by James Comey, John
Brennan, Senator Mark Warner and others who saw
the entire Russia hoax evaporating and their own
criminal culpability for precipitating an unlawful
coup against an American President rising like a phoenix from the ashes. That is without reference to the
monstrous crime against the human race, by Comey,
Brennan, Clapper, Obama et al., in bringing tensions
between the two nuclear superpowers, the United
States and Russia, to the boiling point. This all was
done on behalf of a British Empire, which views
Donald Trump and his campaign for rational relationships among nation states—as opposed to submission
to a globalist order—as a mortal threat to its existence.

Act Now to Stop This Crime!

The Assange indictment is just part of Robert Mueller’s scheme to fabricate evidence concerning the Clinton/Podesta email saga. He has otherwise pounded
long-time Trump friend Roger Stone and Info Wars’
Jerome Corsi with the claim that somehow they were
the link between WikiLeaks, Russia, and the Trump
campaign. Mueller has threatened them with a bevy of
process crimes—including making false statements
and obstruction—unless they collaborate with him in
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supporting an outright lie. As the President tweeted on
November 15th:
The inner workings of the Mueller investigation
are a total mess. They have found no collusion
and have gone absolutely nuts. They are screaming and shouting at people, horribly threatening
them to come up with the answers they want.
Mueller is no stranger to the art of the Washington
coverup. Former Senator Bob Graham and many others
have documented his role in covering up the Saudi involvement in 9/11 and obstructing the Congressional
investigation of the murder of nearly 3,000 Americans.
The question is whether we allow him to continue. It’s
time to end the Mueller investigation and declassify all
the documents pertaining to the British-directed intelligence operations against Donald Trump, run through
the Obama White House, and commencing no later
than the Spring of 2016. In that context, Julian Assange
should be pardoned and immunized in order to tell us
what he knows about this devil’s plot right now. This
Republic will not endure if the coup is allowed to continue.
Sign our petition to declassify these documents
now!
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